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Operating maps and diagrams
(operating diagrams) provide a
high-level schematic configuration
of natural gas transmission and distribution systems, individual stations and certain operating parameters. They are useful in identifying
the key components that determine
how a system or station functions
and operates.

full system knowledge, it is critical
to create and continually maintain
operating diagrams for gas systems
and stations.
At a high level, an operating diagram shows the physical interconnection of gas piping, equipment,
features, and parameters including,
open and closed valves, regulators,
meters, relief valves, sensing line
taps, MAOP break lines, pipe diameter, and gas flow direction. An
operating diagram also shows key
identifying information such as,
regulator run numbering and valve
numbers that correlate to equipment tags in the field. In addition,
the normal position of valves (open
or closed) are depicted on operating
diagrams. It is also beneficial to depict relative locations of sensing line
taps and pressure taps on operating
diagrams.

A comprehensive and accurate
operating diagram is a valuable tool
used by engineering and operations
personnel to facilitate an understanding of the flow and operation
of a gas system or individual staTo be set up for success, it is imtion. Accurate operating diagrams
portant to create an operating diasupport improved decision making
gram standard that includes a symby engineering and operations staff
bology...
for safe operation and maintenance,
project planning, project design and
project execution. In order to have
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Distribution Pipeline
Design
GTS has engineered and designed several distribution pipeline
replacement projects in Arizona to
replace degrading plastic and steel
pipe. The pipe replacements were
primarily driven by potential integrity threats, including degrading
PVC and Drisco M8000 plastic pipe,
and CP issues on vintage steel pipe.
Many of the pipe replacement projects were designed and constructed in a “grid” replacement format,
requiring that pipeline main and
services serving a large distribution
system or community is replaced at
one time.
For one such project, GTS provided engineering design for a main
replacement in Phoenix, Arizona, to
remove and replace approximately
6.5 miles of 2” PVC main installed
in 1973. The operator identified the
known location and general vicinity
of the PVC pipe but turned to GTS
to refine the project scope. Through
extensive records research and coordination with operator technicians,

GTS identified all piping, main, and tem, and route service lines and meservices within the area that was ters to reduce customer impact.
PVC, or other problematic plastic
The design included selection of
pipe in need of replacement.
new pipe and fitting materials, seThe original 2” main, serving a lection of appropriately sized excess
subdivision community of more flow valves, and tie-in fittings to exthan 800 customers, was installed isting main. GTS completed a full
within public utility easements in project cost estimate including perback alleyways and between resi- mitting needs and associated costs,
dential property lines resulting in all construction activities and assooverbuild conflicts and access issues. ciated costs, and material costs. This
The new 2” PE main was designed project was successfully constructed
to be installed within the public in the spring of 2018 and cost apright-of-way to reduce third-party proximately $4.3 million.
conflicts and decrease the customer impact of routine survey assessProject Highlights
ments/maintenance. Because the
• $4.3MM total project cost
new main needed to be relocated,
• 6.5 miles of 2” PVC main
approximately 700 customer service
replaced
lines also needed to be replaced to
tie to the newly installed main. En• Main install design includgineering design included careful
ed reroute
review and assessment of existing
• 700 services replaced
utilities and landscape to effective• 450 new EFVs installed
ly place the new distribution main,
strategically route the main to more
efficiently serve the distribution sys-
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How can we help
you?
GTS provides engineering and
consulting services to utilities and
pipeline operators across the United
States. Below are some of our areas
of Industry leading expertise.
•

•
•

Have you ever wondered why it takes so long for new regulations to be put in place? This infographic depicts the
path forward for new regulation to be published. As you
can see, there are many participants involved in this effort. Each participant has specific desired outcomes and
this process ensures that the new regulations, while it may
not be best for each that is impacted, it is the best for the
industry, business and the general public.

•
•

Rehabilitation and replacement of aging natural gas infrastructure – transmission,
distribution and facilities
MAOP Reconfirmation Pipelines & Stations
Hydrostatic Testing of in-situ
transmission pipelines
ILI Retrofitting of transmission pipelines and Piggability
Studies
Regulator Station Review
Programs

GTS is currently providing capabilities presentations to operators
who are preparing to comply with
the NPRM requirements. Let us
know how we can help you get to
where you need to be. Please contact
us here.
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